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T

he “arab spring ” has had a dramatic impact on the political
strategy and discourse of Muslim Brotherhood movements worldwide,
including in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.1 Since January 2011,
changing regional dynamics have emboldened the Jordanian Brotherhood and exacerbated tensions with the monarchy. In a marked escalation, the Brotherhood has led calls for constitutional reform to erode crucial aspects
of royal prerogative. At the same time, the Islamists have positioned themselves at
the vanguard of a robust protest movement that organizes demonstrations across
Jordan on an almost weekly basis.2 Now, a determined Brotherhood boycott of forthcoming parliamentary elections threatens to derail the ofﬁcial Palace-led “reform
process” and has set the scene for further confrontation.
Jordan is by no means immune to the diverse processes of change that the 2011
Arab Uprisings have unleashed, and which brought Islamists to power in Egypt,
Tunisia and elsewhere. Yet the kingdom has frequently been overlooked in the broad
sweep of academic, journalistic, and policy analysis of the Arab Spring and contemporary Islamism.3 Indeed, the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood has always attracted
less scholarly attention than its counterpart in Egypt.4 This paper’s aim is to shed
light on the neglected case of the Jordanian Brotherhood and its formal political
party, the Islamic Action Front (IAF). In particular, it will draw on a range of primary
sources, including ofﬁcial brotherhood “declarations” (bayānīn;sing.: bayān) and interviews with senior leaders, to assess the impact of the Arab Spring on the movement’s political posture and interactions with the monarchy. It is argued that the
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Jordanian Brotherhood represents yet another example of the regional rise of Islamist
actors since 2011, one that now poses a potent challenge to the country’s rulers.5

Before the Spring
most scholarship on the jordanian brotherhood has tended to emphasise
its amicable and cooperative relationship with the Hashemite monarchy. In The Management of Islamic Activism, Quintan Wiktorowicz saw the Brotherhood and the monarchy as locked in a mutually beneﬁcial “role complementarity” which gave the Islamist
movement a vested interest in the status quo and the character of a “loyal opposition.”6 Even when allowing for occasional ﬂux in relations, scholars have consistently
stressed the inability or unwillingness of the Islamists to question royal authority,
the structure of the political system, or regime-deﬁned “red lines” regarding oppositional activity and protest mobilization.7
Yet even before the cataclysm of 2011, and particularly in the turbulent years of
Abdullah II’s reign (1999-), the Brotherhood-Hashemite concord had largely unravelled. Indeed, by the eve of the Arab Spring, the harmonious “winking relationship”8
described by most scholars had descended into mutual suspicion and open-ended
crisis. Compared with the intense historical confrontations between the Brotherhood
and autocratic regimes in neighboring Egypt and Syria, it is clear that the movement
found in Jordan a relatively benign host. King Abdullah I (1921-51) and King Hussein
(1953-99) both courted the Brothers as a conservative counterweight to secular PanArab and Palestinian nationalisms. As such, the Brotherhood was the only political entity that enjoyed both legal recognition and direct royal patronage during Jordan’s
martial law period (1957-89).9 This modus vivendi, which allowed the Brotherhood to
quietly expand its social welfare network and develop inﬂuence among the ranks of
student and professional unions, prevailed as long as Islamists and the monarchy
alike regarded secular nationalism as a common threat, and, for as long as national
political contestation remained closed.
Both pillars of the relationship disintegrated, however, in the last decade of King
Hussein’s reign. A top-down experiment with political “liberalization” revealed that
once-formidable Leftist and Nationalist ideologies had lost their popular appeal and
an Islamist alternative was newly ascendant. In 1989, to defuse widespread social unrest that followed IMF-imposed economic austerity measures, King Hussein lifted martial law and announced parliamentary elections. Political parties remained illegal;
however, the Leftists and Nationalists failed to coordinate, and the Brotherhood
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formed a national list and campaigned in earnest under the banner “Islam is the
solution.” The result was a landslide: the Brotherhood won 22 seats outright, and proceeded to form a bloc with independent Islamists which took their total to 34 out of
an 80-seat parliament.10
Henceforth, the regime sought to contain its former client, and political liberalization “gave way to its opposite, de-liberalization.”11 In the run-up to 1993 elections,
after parliament had been dissolved, King Hussein changed the electoral law by decree to introduce a single non-transferable vote system or, “one man, one vote” (sawt
al-wāhid) which encouraged voting along familial and tribal lines rather than ideology.12 In addition, new electoral districts vastly under-represented large urban and
predominantly Palestinian-origin populations favourable to the Brotherhood while
privileging traditionally loyalist rural constituencies. Following the 1994 Wadi Araba
Peace Accord with Israel, the gulf between the Brotherhood and the regime increased.
Restrictive press laws were introduced, anti-normalization rallies led to a ban on political protests, and the Brotherhood boycotted the 1997 elections in response.13
The ﬁrst ten years of Abdullah II’s reign saw a progressive deterioration in the relationship between his regime and the Brothers. Regional and domestic instability,
particularly the 2005 al-Qaeda hotel bombings in Amman and the January 2006
Hamas victory in Palestinian legislative elections, led the new king to crack down on
the Brotherhood in an unprecedented manner. In July 2006, the government sequestered the Brotherhood’s umbrella NGO, the Islamic Centre Society, and thus deprived
the movement of its institutional hub and perhaps a third of its revenues.14 Never
before had the regime taken serious action against the Brotherhood’s grassroots
network. Having withdrawn from the 2007 municipal elections amid accusations of
voting manipulation, the Brotherhood nevertheless decided to run for parliament
later in the year. They secured only 6 out of 22 candidates for the 110-strong Lower
House. Although the campaign suffered from internal disagreements, local civil society organizations reported serious irregularities at the polls.15 The IAF Secretary of
the time stated that the election was “an unprecedented fraud, the worst election in
the history of Jordan.”16
Thoroughly alienated, the Brotherhood adopted a policy of non-participation in
electoral politics. Close to 70 percent of the Shura Councils of both the Brotherhood
and the IAF voted to boycott parliamentary elections in November 2010, with reform
of the “one man, one vote” system cited as “the principle condition for participation.”17 Many in the regime’s circles sought to ignore or even welcome the Brotherhood’s marginalisation; however, the subsequent low turnout in the 2010 elections,
especially in the traditional Brotherhood strongholds of Amman, Zarqa and Irbid,
did not go unnoticed.18 Notwithstanding the fact that they were on the defensive, the
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Brotherhood retained certain political trump cards. After all, the legitimacy of Jordan’s “façade democracy”19 required the participation of the country’s sole massbased political party. It was with this fragile backdrop that the Arab Spring erupted
in January 2011.

“Things Have Changed”
leaders of the muslim brotherhood make no secret of their view that
the uprisings which have taken place across the region since 2011 have radically altered Jordan’s internal political balance. The sight of successive regimes teetering
under popular pressure in neighboring countries raised the morale of the beleaguered Jordanian Brotherhood and shifted the power dynamics between the monarch
and movement. Ghaith al-Qudah, head of the IAF Youth Sector, described this new
mindset:
What’s happening right now in the Arab world is giving us, the Muslim Brotherhood, a strong message that we can make changes ... Take
Syria—I myself was shocked that the Syrians could go and hold
demonstrations. This was not allowed at all in Syria—but now people
are going out in thousands, and saying everything on their mind....
All leaders in the Arab world should understand this message: things
have changed. No more “iron ﬁst.”20
The electoral victories of Islamist parties in Tunisia, Egypt, and Morocco contributed
further to the Jordanian Brotherhood’s newfound conﬁdence. Increasingly, the Arab
Spring appeared to conﬁrm the Brotherhood’s conviction that Islamists are the rightful and “natural choice” for self-governing Arab societies:
We’re Muslims by nature, we’re religious by nature as Arab peoples,
no matter the impact of Westernization and Globalization and so on.
So when people are given their free choice ... it’s a choice that heads
towards Islam.21
In the view of the movement, the Arab Spring had revealed Islamists’ latent inﬂuence
after decades of suppression. As Dr. Eyda Mutlaq of the IAF Shura Council argued: “The
Islamic movement in the Arab world was repressed, it was under dictatorship and
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they suffered... So now the Arab Spring uncovered the real power among the people.
Look at al-Nahda: after years of exile, they came [back to Tunisia] and the people
elected them.”22 Even though secular trends largely initiated the Arab Spring, the
head of the IAF Political Ofﬁce, Dr. Ruhayil Gharaibeh, went so far as to credit Islamist
movements for laying the seeds of the 2011 uprisings:
The Arab Spring is one of the “fruits” (themār) of the work of the
Islamic movement in the Arab world. The “approach” “minhāj” of the
Muslim Brotherhood is based on the peaceful transformation of the
people, meaning that the umma comes to a level of understanding
and consciousness to demand change to the rule of corruption and
oppression by popular—but peaceful—means. What has happened is
precisely the approach for which the Muslim Brotherhood has been
working for more than eighty years.23
Most signiﬁcantly, Brotherhood leaders understood that the electoral triumph of
Islamist movements abroad could be translated into political leverage at home: “We
use the results in the other Arab countries to say to our government: “look, when the
elections are fair, the Islamists win.”24
New conditions called for new demands. In 2005, the Brotherhood and IAF had
released an extensive manifesto that closely mirrored the contemporary platforms
that their Egyptian and Syrian counterparts had issued.25 The document emphasized
pluralism and “democratic shūra,”26 and listed nineteen requirements for national
political reform, including judicial independence, alternation of powers, dissolution
of the unelected Upper House, and accountability for the security apparatus.27 To the
movement’s misfortune, however, the November 2005 Amman bombings overshadowed the publication, and abruptly switched national priorities from political reform
to security concerns. In practice, the lofty goals of the manifesto were rarely invoked.28
Furthermore, the reforms it proposed were explicitly based on the implementation
of, and, the adherence to the existing text of the constitution. As yet, “the Pandora’s
Box of constitutional change”29 lay unopened.
The Arab Spring shattered this taboo, as debate across and beyond the Jordanian
political spectrum settled on the subject of constitutional reform. The Brotherhood
was not slow to capitalize on this development: for the ﬁrst time in its history, the movement embarked on a determined drive for constitutional amendments to substantially
redeﬁne royal prerogative. In particular, the Brotherhood focused on the unrestricted power of the king to dissolve parliament (Article 34), appoint the prime minister
(Article 35), and appoint the entirety of the Upper House (Article 36).30 Brotherhood
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leaders argued that, in keeping with the existing constitutional description of Jordan’s
system of government as a “parliamentary hereditary monarchy” (nizām al-hukm niyābi
malakī wirāthī) in which “the people are the source of powers” (al-umma masdar al-sultāt)
(Articles 1, 24), the Jordanian Constitution should enshrine the right of a parliamentary majority to appoint the prime minister, should either abolish the Upper House
or subject it to popular election, and provide safeguards for the Lower House against
arbitrary dissolution.31
The Brotherhood effectively zeroed in on some of the key powers with which the
Kings of Jordan have historically ruled as absolute monarchs, rather than merely
reigned as constitutional ones. Leaders of the movement made clear that this marked
a bold departure in the Brotherhood’s strategy, one which derived from Islamism’s
sudden regional empowerment. For example, Hayat al-Missayami, an IAF Shura Council member, stated:
I think what happened in the Arab countries has given us great power
in our demands. This is very important. If nothing happened in Egypt
and Yemen and so on, I think we would be talking about the election
law—a very low-level of demand. Now, we are talking about very highlevel demands ... this is coming from what is happening around us,
especially in Egypt.32
Previously, the questioning of royal power had been unthinkable. As an analyst at the
Brookings Institution Shadi Hamid observed before the Arab Spring, even in moments
of political crisis “the monarchy’s institutional prerogatives were, with very few exceptions, rarely brought up or discussed publicly. The “red lines” remained safely in
place, immune to pressure of any kind.”33
No longer immune, and with popular pressure rising, the Palace launched the
Royal Committee for Constitutional Review in April 2011. Four months later, the committee proposed 41 amendments to the Constitution. Well-received by the nation’s
press, they included the establishment of an independent commission to oversee
elections, a constitutional court to monitor legislation, and restrictions on State
Security Courts. The amendments stopped short, however, of limiting the king’s
power.34 Within days, Brotherhood General Supervisor Hamam Sa‘id told the audience of a high-proﬁle Ramadan event that the committee’s ﬁndings “did not make the
people the true source of power, and could only lead to more “political oppression”
(al-istibdād al-siyāsī).35
The Brotherhood and IAF went on to reject the amendments in a joint statement,
declaring that the committee “had failed to address the demands and expectations
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of the Jordanian people.” In a bayān remarkable both for its strong language and the
content and speciﬁcity of its demands, the movement stated:
The government squandered an opportunity to present substantial
amendments to the structure of the “political system” binyat al-nizām
al-siyāsī to render to the people its right as the source of powers, to implement the meaning of the constitutional text “parliamentary
hereditary monarchy”... and to accede to the demands of the Jordanian
people for “real and comprehensive reform” (al-islāh al-haqīqī wa-lshāmil ), to meet the challenges that are shaking the region.36
The bayān renewed the movement’s demands regarding the crucial articles and royal
powers that the committee did not address, and thoroughly criticized the proposed
amendments. The fact that protests intensiﬁed nationwide in spite of the government’s reform package indicated that the Brotherhood had successfully aligned itself
with public opinion.37
Alongside this detailed constitutional critique, many within the Brotherhood
pointed to the Moroccan experience as a model for Jordan to emulate in the immediate term. Morocco’s King Mohamed VI had acted early to introduce constitutional
reforms that proved more substantial than those Abdullah II ceded. They included increased judicial independence and the stipulation that the majority party appoint
the prime minister, and were legitimized by popular referendum. By November 2011,
elections held under the revamped constitution had delivered a victory to the Islamist
Justice and Development Party and its Secretary General Abdellilah Benkirane; the
King then duly appointed Benkirane Prime Minister.38
Though aware of the limitations of the Moroccan reforms, the Jordanian Brotherhood looked to them as a realistic ﬁrst step. As Eyda Mutlaq of the IAF Shura Council
stated:
It’s not enough—but it is substantial. The [Moroccan] King still has a
lot of power, but gradually through democratic government and a
democratic parliament—and since he appointed the Prime Minister
from the majority—this is a progressive step towards elected government and constitutional monarchy.39
Moreover, Brotherhood Deputy General Supervisor Zaki Bani Irsheid speciﬁcally
touted the “Moroccan model” as the least bad option for the regime: “the least costly
solution for solving the current problem would be the Moroccan model, to reach a
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compromise between the desires of ofﬁcialdom and the desires of the people by way
of a tangible reform program, to bring Jordan out of this state of crisis.”40
At times, Jordanian Brotherhood leaders have been moved to state the case for
reform of the monarchy still more forcefully. Since the Arab Spring, a controversial
discussion about “constitutional monarchy,” malakiyya dusturiyya, has revived itself
within certain sections of the movement.41 Previously stiﬂed by the cautious leadership, in its current maximalist expression the discourse surrounding malakiyya
dusturiyya appears to envision a role for the Hashemites that is little more than ceremonial. As Ruhayil Gharaibeh, the intellectual progenitor of the initiative, explained:
The King should become the head of state, the “symbol of state” (ramz
al-dawla), and the people should be the source of power with political parties and elections, like any other democracy in the world: like
Malaysia, Spain, Japan, Sweden, Denmark. There are many states with
monarchy and democracy...We can’t go on living under a form of rule
that goes back to the Middle Ages, whereby one person exercises all
the power without accountability... absolute power is absolute corruption, this is a well-known rule of politics.42
For Gharaibeh, the fact that constitutional monarchy had been established in Malaysia, a Muslim-majority country, and one that achieved independence after Jordan,
was particularly signiﬁcant. While acknowledging the long-term nature of the goal,
Ghaith al-Qudah, the head of the IAF Youth Sector, mirrored the argument for
constitutional monarchy with equal forthrightness:
We need the King to be like the Queen and royal family in Britain...
We think our King should understand this message. We need him to
stay, we respect him; but, we need actual changes on the street. It will
take time, I think they will go step-by-step: it’s not easy for the Jordanian royal family to switch from absolute power to constitutional
power... it’s not easy to take power from them and to eliminate the
power they have. But we hope that things can be changed.43
Though he eschewed the term “constitutional monarchy,” stating that “what you
want to call it is up to you,” Nimr al-‘Assaf, the Deputy Secretary General of the IAF,
described a similar vision for the future of the royal institution:
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Of course the King will have his role in some subjects, but not the
same way that it is now. I mean, we are in the 21st century, and nobody accepts absolute power to be in the hands of one single person.
No way.44
Calls for such drastic reduction of the king’s power remain contentious within the
Brotherhood. One insider rued the fact that “some of the Brothers are asking for constitutional monarchy, some are not.” Nevertheless, such a broad spectrum of the
movement’s leadership has never so openly promulgated these ideas.
No senior Brother has called for the end of Hashemite monarchy. Indeed, they
afﬁrm the institution as indispensable to Jordanian national unity. However, the
Brotherhood’s expanded demands would certainly amount to the end of Hashemite
rule as we know it. For Gharaibeh, the question is when and how this transformation
will take place, not if:
I believe all the Arab regimes will change, and that the revolutions of
the Arab peoples will continue step-by-step, with the only difference
between countries being the timing and the form. The sun of freedom will rise over the whole world, and all the corrupt, oppressive
and backward tribalistic regimes will be demolished, and there will
be a democratic system based on the freedom and participation of
peoples in future years. Jordan is deﬁnitely part of this process.45
Questioning once-sacrosanct royal authority is a political Rubicon that the Jordanian
Brotherhood has most deﬁnitely crossed. Meanwhile, the power of the movement to
mobilize its supporters on the street has given urgency to the new demands.

Activating Islam
since january 2011, the jordanian brotherhood has mobilized popular
protests on a larger, more regular, and more oppositional basis than ever before. Of
course, the movement is no stranger to “street politics.” It has organized political
demonstrations in Jordan as far back as the 1948 Arab-Israeli War and the Baghdad
Pact.46 More recently, the Brotherhood led rallies against the U.S.-led intervention in
the First Gulf War and braved an uncompromising security crackdown to protest Jordanian inaction during the second Palestinian Intifada.47 Yet such campaigns have
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always been sporadic, and have usually revolved around foreign affairs. When domestic policies sparked unrest in the southern governorates in 1989, and then again
in 1996, the Brotherhood was at best a secondary contributor to the demonstrations.48
Perhaps for this reason, Wiktorowicz identiﬁed the Brotherhood’s apparent reluctance to “threaten to mobilize mass-based social protest” as a clear sign of the movement’s subjugation.49
The balance has drastically changed since the onset of the Arab Spring. As the
parameters of public expression have expanded across the region, the Jordanian
Brotherhood has been able to consistently organize and lead substantial popular
demonstrations in Amman and other cities under the new banner of structural
political reform. Protests in Jordan began on January 7, 2011 in provincial Dhiban,
and then spread to the capital the following Friday.50 Though it did not participate
at ﬁrst in the largely acephalous, non-partisan and youth-dominated protests, the
Brotherhood turned up in force on January 28, the third consecutive Friday march in
Amman.51 Thereafter, the Islamists eased into a leadership position in the nascent
protest movement, which became known locally as “the mobilization” (al-hirāk).
Indeed, the Brotherhood is uniquely positioned within the hirāk as the only traditional political actor to have remained prominent during this new phase of post-Arab
Spring activism. In a protest movement largely based on informal, non-traditional
and localized networks, the Islamists alone possess a uniﬁed national infrastructure
as well as a registered political party. Because of this, Islamic demands easily eclipse
newly established “youth” groups and regional reform committees (which can be
dynamic but tend to be highly fragmented.) “Nobody can compete with the Brotherhood at this moment” conﬁrms Dr. Muhammad Abu Rumman, an expert on Islamic
movements based at the University of Jordan. The “Brotherhood controls the street.”52
The Islamists grasp that they have this advantage. As Hayat al-Missaymi of the IAF
Shura Council has said:
We are the largest movement. Most of our partners don’t have the
population with them: the population is with us. So if you go to any
demonstration, if there are ten thousand people, 90 percent are from
the Islamic movement. And if the Islamic movement did not support
the demonstration, you would ﬁnd very few people there.53
Thus, the Brotherhood’s joint protests with other parties and youth movements serve
not only to increase overall pressure on the regime, but also to underscore the Islamists’
status as the single most signiﬁcant political force in the Kingdom.
Regular Friday protests have provided a new platform for the Brotherhood to
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disseminate its demands for reform and connect with its popular base. In Amman,
the most senior ﬁgures of the Brotherhood and IAF frequent the protests, often leading the “march” (masīra) arm-in-arm from al-Hussayni Mosque to al-Nakhil Square in
the bustling downtown market district. There they address the crowd from a truckmounted microphone podium, to spread the gospel of constitutional reform. The
tenor of these speeches is remarkably consistent with the movement’s written discourse; it is peppered with calls for “structural” (banyaw¯i), “fundamental” (jadhr¯
i ),
“core” (jawharī), “comprehensive” (shāmil) and “real” change (taghayyir haq¯iq¯i), as
opposed to the “superﬁcial” (shikkl¯
i ), “illusory” (wahm¯
i ), and “counterfeit” (tazw¯ir¯i)
reforms advanced by the government.54
Although most demonstrations have concluded peacefully, violent incidents that
have marred the hirāk are widely attributed to the activities of the General Intelligence Department (GID). On March 24, 2011, a youth activist group seized the Jamal
‘Abd al-Nasir roundabout (known as “Duwwar Dakhiliyya” due to its proximity to the
Interior Ministry) in Amman, and declared an “open sit-in,” i‘tisām maftūh. Although
the Brotherhood did not overtly lead the demonstration, a “very good percentage” of
the “March 24 Youth” belonged to the movement.55 The following evening, security
forces and pro-regime activists violently cleared the square, leaving one protestor
dead and many wounded.56
When “thugs” disrupted a subsequent demonstration in Karak, the IAF accused
the government of colluding in the violence, to “terrorize activists and stop them
from pressing for reform.”57 In December 2011, police dispersed a Brotherhood rally
outside the Prime Ministry in Amman after demonstrators allegedly tried to storm the
building.58 At around the same time, a Brotherhood march in the northern town of
Mafraq, which was held in conjunction with youth and tribally-based committees,
came under a prolonged attack that left dozens of activists injured and the local
Brotherhood and IAF headquarters burned to the ground.59 Islamist leaders have
occasionally become targets of intimidation: in January 2012 a group of pro-regime
activists attempted to attack the vehicle of IAF Secretary General Hamza Mansur as
he left an Amman rally.60
Whether or not such incidents are indeed condoned by higher powers, Brothers
often attribute them to elements of the security apparatus eager to confront the
Islamist movement with force. According to the head of the IAF Youth Sector, attacks
on demonstrations are “a message from the intelligence department. We have two
governments here in Jordan: the government that the King forms, and the government of the intelligence department.”61
The risk of escalation is clear. Brotherhood leaders know that the convergence of
regular mass mobilization and increased demands for political reform places the
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authorities in a position of acute difﬁculty. According to Ruhayil Gharaibeh, the head
of the IAF Political Ofﬁce:
There is a crisis. The regime wants the Brotherhood under control,
but the movement is standing ﬁrm, exposing the superﬁciality and
inadequacy of the small reformist steps taken so far. After the King
signed off on the latest reforms, the Brotherhood went to the streets
again, with the biggest force mobilized so far, and the message was
clear. But the message has not been heeded, so I expect the popular
movement on the streets will grow stronger and mobilize further.62
Nevertheless, ‘Abd al-Hamid al-Qudah, another senior leader, described orderly and
“institutionalized” protest as a key pillar of the Brotherhood’s interaction with both
political elites and Jordanian society as a whole:
We will do our best to remain in the street and mobilize everyone in
the country, peacefully, without harming anything, even using polite
language, but spreading the facts to the people, so they will choose
between remaining asleep, or increasing pressure on the government
to make reforms.63
When combined with an outspoken boycott of elections, this represents a powerful
opposition strategy.

Resisting Co-option
the shockwaves of the arab spring soon induced a shift in the regime ’ s
thinking towards its largest opposition movement. In the view of some policymakers,
the Brotherhood’s resurgence revealed the failure of the aggressive measures which
the regime had pursued over the previous decade: “they failed to decrease the power
of the Brotherhood, to damage them, and they began to realize that it was the wrong
strategy.”64 The obvious alternative was to co-opt the Islamists, and the authorities
soon embarked on a series of attempts to draw the Brotherhood into the ofﬁcial reform process.
When Abdullah II bowed to popular pressure and dismissed the government of
Prime Minister Samir Rifa‘i on February 1, 2011, the king himself led efforts to entice
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the Brotherhood into a reconstituted cabinet.65 Personal contact between the monarch
and the movement was restored after years of estrangement, and the king’s offer was
unprecedented. As one Brotherhood leader said, “this was the ﬁrst time in the political life of Jordan in which the King opened the door for us to select any number of
ministers.”66
Yet the Brotherhood remained unmoved. Certainly, the choice of prime minister
had been uninspired: Ma‘ruf al-Bakhit, a returnee to the job whose previous tenure
oversaw the controversial elections of 2007. More importantly, however, the Brotherhood showed it would not to be bought off with transient appointments in lieu of
lasting changes to the political system.67
The regime repeatedly sought to win over the Brotherhood and secure its involvement. At every turn, however, the Islamists refused to endorse a tentative reform
agenda that didn’t affect the king’s power. The National Dialogue Committee, which
met between March and June 2011, was the ﬁrst ofﬁcial reform initiative in Jordan.
Inauspiciously for the regime, the IAF refused to take part in the 52-member Committee and criticized its strictly advisory role and limited remit, which initially excluded constitutional reform.68
Far more damaging was the announcement, in September 2011, that the Brotherhood would boycott forthcoming municipal elections. Slated for December 2011, and
following on the heels of the Royal Committee for Constitutional Review, the polls
were set to be the ﬁrst test of public approval for the Kingdom’s reform effort. In a
joint IAF-Brotherhood bayān, the movement re-tabled its demands for a substantive
overhaul of royal and institutional powers and called for the establishment of a
“National Reform Government” to administer the required changes.69
In this particular confrontation, the authorities were the ﬁrst to blink. The problematic Ma‘ruf al-Bakhit was sacked in October 2011, municipal elections were postponed, and ‘Awn al-Khasawneh, the former vice president of the International Court
of Justice in The Hague, was brought in with directions to accommodate the Brotherhood. Again, the regime offered the Brothers an unprecedented degree of representation at cabinet level, and again, they rejected the overture. “It doesn’t matter
who’s at the top, whoever comes as Prime Minister,” stated Dr. Dima Tahboub of the
IAF Shura Council. “At the moment it’s just like a chess game, putting someone here,
someone there, and this is a problem.”70
With the Jordanian regime now openly courting a formerly marginalized movement, the Arab Spring has clearly tilted State-Islamist power relations in favor of the
latter. While the Brotherhood found itself able to expand its demands and mobilize
mass support as never before, “the regime,” on the other hand, “is weak. There is a
lack of legitimacy.” The core dilemma for the monarchy, Dr. Rumman notes, is that
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“for any movement towards democracy, they need to talk to the Brotherhood.” Indeed, it is widely predicted that a Brotherhood boycott of the elections could singlehandedly derail the ofﬁcial reform process:
(The Brotherhood) knows, above all else, that if they boycott the
elections, the regime will be in a crisis, because it needs the Brotherhood
to participate, to give legitimacy to the elections... all of us know that,
because the Brotherhood represent the opposition, and the seat of the
opposition in Parliament, and because they represent the Palestinian
social class in Jordan.71
Moreover, as the IAF Deputy Secretary General asserts, “a large chunk of the Jordanian people won’t be participating if we don’t.”72
Yet for all the rotations of personnel, and the consistent offers of high-ranking
cabinet positions, successive governments have proven unable or unwilling to countenance the Brotherhood’s far-reaching demands for structural change. In May 2012,
Khasawneh shocked Jordan when he submitted his resignation from abroad amid
rumours of a debilitating power struggle between the Prime Ministry, the Royal
Court, and General Intelligence. An overnight icon of the opposition, Khasawneh
claimed that royal interference had handcuffed reform, and thus precluded any entente with the Brotherhood. “I was supposed to run the country,” he protested. “I
won’t accept instructions from the Palace.”73
Any real prospect of a reform settlement inclusive of the opposition ended when
Khasawneh’s successor, Jordan’s fourth Prime Minister in eighteen months, veriﬁed
his conservative reputation and signed into law a new elections measure that retained
the “one man, one vote” formula, and ruled out further constitutional amendments
at this stage. “The King’s powers are not negotiable,” a government spokesman declared,
“and we will not bargain with any political party in return for its participation.”74 With
parliamentary elections set for January 23, 2013, and the door to compromise apparently
closed, pressure on the political system will continue to build.

Countdown to Crisis
jordan’s muslim brotherhood now stands at the head of a broad boycott
coalition poised to discredit perhaps the most important elections in the country’s
history. While increasingly carousel-like governments have dithered over reform, the
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Brotherhood has forged and maintained alliances with an impressive array of societal forces. These range from established political parties of secular Leftist or Nationalist orientation with whom the Brotherhood has long enjoyed a measure of cooperation,
to formerly loyalist factions (including inﬂuential East Bank tribes), to the novel grassroots “popular movements” (harakāt sha‘biyya) that have emerged across the country
in the wake of the Arab Spring.75
This union of urban-based and predominantly Palestinian-origin Brotherhood constituencies with the East Bank towns and tribes of the “provinces” (muhāﬁzāt) is of
particular signiﬁcance. Not since the peak of the 1950s Arab Nationalist mobilization
has a regime adept at “divide and rule” experienced such sustained and vocal discontent across the kingdom’s core communal divide. Even as the opposition is metastasizing into a pan-Jordanian phenomenon, a top-down retreat from the “Moroccan
model” of pre-emptive compromise reform threatens to put the country’s rulers permanently on their heels. In the words of the Brotherhood’s second-in-command, “the
smooth stability that Jordan has long witnessed is starting to shake.”76
In Jordan, as elsewhere, the Brotherhood is entering uncharted territory. The Arab
Spring has allowed the Jordanian Brotherhood to shape and direct popular pressure
as never before, and to challenge the once sacrosanct authority of the king. By embracing a new discourse focused on constitutional change, mobilizing grassroots
protest in conjunction with other political actors, and resisting co-option, the Brotherhood has dealt a signiﬁcant blow to the legitimacy of the prevailing order. “Now, our
movement, the Jordanian people’s movement, is irreversible, not as it was before,”
states one Brotherhood leader. “It is irreversible, and it is increasing day by day. I ask
Allah to help our king make a brave breakthrough decision, to avoid for Jordan the
fate of Syria and Yemen.”77 By the time Jordan’s rulers are forced to take heed, it may
already be too late.
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